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ABSTRACT
We investigate numerically the properties of the Abrikosov –
Nielsen–Olesen strings in 4D abelian Higgs model. The fractal di-
mension Df of the vortex strings was found to be large in the
Coulomb phase and it is close to 2 in the Higgs phase. We also
show that the Wilson loop for non-integer charges is correlated with
the linking number of the vortex string world sheets and the test
particle world trajectory. We find that this topological (Aharonov–
Bohm) interaction gives the main contribution to the Wilson loop
quantum average for non–integer test charges in the vicinity of the
Coulomb–Higgs phase transition.
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1 Introduction
The abelian Higgs model in 3 + 1 dimensions possesses the vortex topological defects
called Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen (ANO) strings [1]. These strings carry quantized mag-
netic flux and therefore they interact with the charged particles through the analog
[2] of the Aharonov–Bohm (AB) effect [3]. The AB effect has the topological origin:
the corresponding interaction is proportional to the linking number of the string world
sheet and the particle world trajectories. Due to AB interaction of the ANO strings and
charged particles the ANO strings may induce a long–range interaction between the
particles [4]. To study the role of the AB effect in the particle–anti-particle potential
we calculate numerically in lattice Abelian Higgs model the correlations of the Wilson
loop on the contour C and the linking number of the ANO strings with this contour.
We find that in the vicinity of the Coulomb–Higgs phase transition the AB interaction
provides the dominant contribution to the Wilson loop.
Another aim of the paper is to study the fractal properties of the ANO strings.
We measure the fractal dimensionality Df of the ANO strings and we find that Df is
close to 2 in the Higgs phase and it is much larger in the Coulomb phase. This fact
is in agreement with the observation [5] that the vortex strings are condensed in the
Coulomb phase and they are dilute in the Higgs phase.
In Section 2 we show the ANO strings representation for the partition function
of the 4D abelian Higgs model with the Villain action and we show how the AB
effect emerges in the path–integral formalism. Section 3 is devoted to the discussion
on the fractal properties of the ANO strings and the role of the AB effect in the inter–
particle potential. Two quantities R and C which characterize the contribution of the
AB interaction to the inter–particle potentials are suggested. These quantities and the
fractal dimension of the ANO strings are calculated numerically and the results are
presented in Section 4.
2 Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen Strings and Aharo-
nov–Bohm Effect on the Lattice
The partition function of 4D non–compact abelian Higgs model on the lattice isa:
Z =
+∞∫
−∞
DA
+pi∫
−pi
Dϕ
∑
l(c1)∈ZZ
exp
{
−β‖dA‖2 − γ‖dϕ+ 2pil + A‖2
}
, (1)
where A is the non–compact gauge field, ϕ is the phase of the Higgs field and l is
the integer–valued one–form. For simplicity we consider the limit of the infinite Higgs
boson mass (the radial part of the Higgs field is frozen) and we use the Villain form of
the action.
aWe are using the formalism of the differential forms on the lattice, see [6, 7] for the brief
introduction.
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One can rewrite [6] integral (1) as the sum over the closed string trajectories using
the analogue of Berezinski–Kosterlitz–Thauless (BKT) transformation [8]:
Z ∝ ZBKT = const.
∑
∗σ(∗c2)∈ZZ
δ∗σ=0
exp
{
−4pi2γ
(
∗σ, (∆ +m2)
−1∗σ
)}
, (2)
where m2 = γ/β is the classical mass of the vector boson A. Closed surfaces ∗σ on the
dual lattice represent the string world sheets. It can be easily seen from eq.(2) that the
surfaces ∗σ interact with each other through the Yukawa forces.
Consider the quantum average of the Wilson loop W 1
N
(C) = exp
{
i 1
N
(A, jC)
}
for
the particle with the charge 1/N . Using the BKT transformation we get the following
formula [6, 9]:
< W 1
N
(C) > =
1
ZBKT
∑
∗σ(∗c2)∈ZZ
δ∗σ=0
exp
{
−4pi2γ
(
∗σ,
(
∆+m2
)−1
∗σ
)
−
1
4βN2
(jC, (∆ +m
2)−1jC) + 2pii
1
N
(
∗jC,
(
∆+m2
)−1
d∗σ
)
− 2pii
1
N
IL (∗σ, jC)
}
. (3)
The first three terms in this expression are the short–range Yukawa forces between
defects and particles. The last long–range term has the topological origin: IL(∗σ, jC) is
the linking number between the world trajectories of the string world sheets ∗σ and
the contour which define the Wilson loop, jC :
IL(∗σ, jC) = (
∗jC ,∆
−1d∗σ) = (∗jC ,
∗v) ; ∗σ = δ∗v . (4)
In four dimensions the trajectory of the string ∗σ is a closed surface and the linking
number IL is equal to the number of points at which the loop jC intersects the three
dimensional volume ∗v bounded by the surface ∗σ. The equation (4) is the lattice
analogue of the 4D Gauss formula for the linking number. The strings can be considered
as the solenoids with magnetic flux which scatter the electrically charged particles. After
the scattering the wave–function of the charged particle acquire an additional phase
which is observable. This shift in phase is the AB effect in the field theory [2, 6, 9].
3 Fractal Dimension of Strings and Parameters of
Topological Interaction
The abelian Higgs model with non-compact gauge field has Coulomb and Higgs phases.
The strings are dilute in the Higgs phase and they are condensed in the Coulomb
phase [5]. The condensed phase of the ANO strings is characterized by large string
clusters. One of the characteristics of the string network is the fractal dimensionality
Df which is defined as follows. Let us denote the number of the plaquettes (links)
of the string world–sheet as B (L). Each plaquette P contributes the value |∗σP | to
the quantity B and each link l contributes to the quantity L the value maxP∋l |
∗σP | if
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the link l belongs to the string world sheets or zero otherwise. We define the fractal
dimension as
Df = 1 + 2B/L . (5)
One can check, that if the closed string has no selfintersections, then Df = 2. If the
string form 3– or 4– dimensional clusters, then Df equals to 3 or 4, respectively. We
expect, that if the strings are not condensed, then Df is close to 2 since the number of
the self–intersections is small. If the strings are condensed, then Df > 2.
In the previous Section the topological (AB) interaction of the ANO strings with the
fractionally charged particles was shown. This interaction is proportional to the linking
number of the particle trajectory and the string world sheet. One of the parameters
which can show the role of the AB effect in the quantum averages of the Wilson loops
is the following. The contribution of the given field configuration to the Wilson loop
on the contour C isb cos
(
1
N
(A, jC)
)
, while the contribution to this Wilson loop from the
AB effect extracted from the same configuration is: cos
(
2pi
N
IL(∗σ, jC)
)
. The quantitative
parameter which measures the correlation between these two contributions is:
C(C, N) = < cos
( 1
N
(A, jC)
)
cos
(2pi
N
IL(∗σ, jC)
)
> −
< cos
( 1
N
(A, jC)
)
>< cos
(2pi
N
IL(∗σ, jC)
)
> . (6)
If correlator (6) is not zero then the AB effect contributes into the quantum average
of the Wilson loop. Then another question appears: can this topological interaction
provide a dominant contribution to the Wilson loop? To check that we study in the
next Section the difference between the Wilson loop average and the average of the AB
contribution to the Wilson loop:
R =< cos
( 1
N
(A, jC)
)
> − < cos
(2pi
N
IL(∗σ, jC)
)
> . (7)
4 Numerical Results
In numerical calculations we study the abelian Higgs model with the Wilson type of
the action in the London limit:
S = β||dA||2 − γ
∑
l∈links
cos (dφ+ A)l .
The ANO strings are extracted from the field configurations as follows [10, 5]:
∗σ = ∗dn , (dϕ+ A+ 2pin) ∈ (−pi, pi] , n ∈ ZZ .
The calculations has been performed on 164 lattice in the gauge dφ = 0. For each
value of the parameters (β, γ) 50-100 statistically independent configurations have been
bHere we consider the real part of W (C) since the imaginary part vanishes in the quantum average
< W (C) >.
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generated by the usual Monte-Carlo method. The dependence of the fractal dimension
Df (5) on the parameters β and γ is shown on Figure 1(a)
c. The fractal dimension of
the ANO strings is close to 2 in the Higgs phase and it is larger in the Coulomb phase.
Thus the string network in the Coulomb phase consists of the clusters with the large
number of selfintersections. The transition from the dense string phase to the phase of
the dilute strings is rather sharp, see Figure 1(b).
Figure 2 shows the correlator C (6) for 4×4 Wilson loop and for the charge Q = 1/
10 (W (C) = exp{iQ(A, jC}). Since C > 0 then the topological interaction contributes
to the test particle interaction.
In Figure 3 (a,b) the quantity R defined by eq.(7) is shown. We calculated R for
various contours C (3× 3, 3× 4, 4× 4, 4× 5, 5× 5) and for various charges of the test
particle (Q = 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/10). It is interesting that the zeroes of R lie in the vicinity
of the line of the phase transitiond. The positions of the zeroes depends very slightly
on the charge N and on the shape of the Wilson loop. The parameter R is negative in
the Higgs phase and is positive in the Coulomb phase. Thus near the phase transition
the expectation value of the Wilson loop is due to the topological (AB) interaction.
We conclude that the Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen strings in 4D Abelian Higgs model
form a fractal cluster in the Coulomb phase (Df > 2); in the Higgs phase Df ∼ 2, thus
in this phase in the string model (2) the strings are not crumpled. The Aharonov–
Bohm interaction of the strings with charged particles gives the dominant contribution
to the Wilson loop quantum average for non–integer test charges in the vicinity of the
Coulomb–Higgs phase transition. Thus in this region the Abelian Higgs model behaves
as a topological theory, we study the origin of this fact in the subsequent publications.
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Figure 1: (a)The fractal dimension of the ANO strings, Df , versus β and γ. (b) The
fractal dimension Df , versus γ at β = 0.1; the phase transition from Coulomb phase
(γ < γc) to Higgs phase (γ > γc) is at γ = γc ≈ 0.48.
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Figure 2: The correlator C (6) for 4× 4 Wilson loop, Q = 1/10.
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Figure 3: (a) The quantity R (7) for 4 × 4 Wilson loop, Q = 1/10. The plane R = 0
is shown by dots. (b) The dependence of the quantity R on γ at β = 0.1; the phase
transition from Coulomb phase (γ < γc) to Higgs phase (γ > γc) is at γ = γc ≈ 0.48.
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